
Nick's Restaurant and

Bar Group encompasses

three stunning large-

scale venues along the

vibrant Cockle Bay

Promenade - Nick’s

Seafood Restaurant,

I’m Angus Steakhouse

and Adria Bar

Restaurant.



NICK’S
SEAFOOD

RESTAURANT 
An iconic landmark on the Cockle Bay

Promenade, Nick’s Seafood Restaurant

in Darling Harbour is celebrated for its

‘Sea to Plate’ philosophy. This culinary

approach highlights the exquisite

flavours of fresh Australian seafood,

showcasing mouth-watering oysters,

giant lobsters and only the finest

locally sourced produce.

The dedicated events team at Nick’s

Seafood Restaurant can tailor your

occasion to suit any size or special

requirements you desire. Whether you

are looking for a venue with ample

space for up to 550 seated guests or

throwing a lively cocktail party,

catering up to 1,500, the possibilities

for celebration are endless.

CAPACITY
Cocktail: 1500 | Sit Down: 550



ADRIA BAR
RESTAURANT

Adria Bar Restaurant beautifully

captures the essence of the Adriatic

Coast in the heart of Sydney's' Cockle

Bay Promenade. Indulge in the

seamless culinary fusion of locally

sourced seafood, selections of premium

Australian cuts of meat and authentic

Mediterranean flavours, creating a

diverse a la carte dining experience. 

The dedicated events team at Adria Bar

Restaurant can tailor your occasion to

suit any size or special requirements

you desire. Whether you are looking for

a venue with ample space for up to 360

seated guests or throwing a lively

cocktail party catering up to 900, the

possibilities for celebration at Adria

Bar Restaurant are endless.

CAPACITY
Cocktail: 900 | Sit Down: 360



I’M ANGUS
STEAKHOUSE

I’m Angus Steakhouse elevates the

dining experience by pairing the finest

Australian beef with exceptional

international wines, overlooking

Darling Harbour. Indulge in the

seamless culinary fusion of Australian

Wagyu, locally sourced seafood and an

array of premium grill selections.

Explore the impressive wine list,

showcasing exclusive vintages to

elevate your culinary experience.

The dedicated events team at I’m

Angus Steakhouse can tailor your

occasion to suit any size or special

requirements you desire. Whether you

are looking for a venue with ample

space for up to 250 seated guests or

throwing a lively cocktail party,

catering up to 400, the possibilities for

celebration are endless.

CAPACITY
Cocktail: 400 | Sit Down: 250



An iconic landmark on the Cockle
Bay Promenade, Nick’s Seafood
Restaurant is celebrated for its

‘Sea to Plate’ philosophy. Discover
a treasure trove of fresh fish,

oysters, giant lobster and opulent
seafood platters.

Nick’s Seafood Restaurant

Adria Bar Restaurant redefines
casual dining with the fusion of
freshly caught locally sourced
seafood, selection of premium

Australian cuts of meat and
authentic Mediterranean flavours. 

Adria Bar Restaurant

I’m Angus Steakhouse

Explore the diverse menu offerings

or entrust our expert chefs to create

a customized menu tailored to your

personal preferences. Turn your

exclusive event into something

spectacular as our restaurant

becomes your blank canvas. Our

chefs, dedicated event managers and

reliable suppliers are on hand to

bring your private celebration or

corporate event to life.

Choose from Nick’s Seafood

Restaurant, Adria Bar Restaurant or

I’m Angus Steakhouse to provide the

perfect backdrop and transform

special moments into unforgettable

memories.

EXCLUSIVE
USE

CUISINES

Indulge in the seamless culinary
fusion of Australian Wagyu, locally

sourced seafood and an array of
premium grill selections. Peruse

the impressive wine list,
showcasing Australian favourites

and international vintages.

https://www.nicksgroup.com.au/venue/nicks-seafood-restaurant/
https://www.nicksgroup.com.au/venue/adria-bar-restaurant/
https://www.nicksgroup.com.au/venue/im-angus-steakhouse/
https://www.nicksgroup.com.au/venue/nicks-seafood-restaurant/
https://www.nicksgroup.com.au/venue/nicks-seafood-restaurant/
https://www.nicksgroup.com.au/venue/adria-bar-restaurant/
https://www.nicksgroup.com.au/venue/im-angus-steakhouse/


1300 989 989

www.nicksgroup.com.au

events@nicksgroup.com.au

Nick's Restaurant and Bar

Group captures the essence

of Sydney waterfront dining

at its finest. Boasting

unparalleled harbour views

and a generational

commitment to delivering

the freshest locally sourced

Australian produce.

ABOUT US

CONTACT US

https://www.nicksgroup.com.au/
mailto:events@nicksgroup.com.au


GETTING HERE
Public Transport

Train - The closest train station to Cockle Bay

Wharf is Town Hall Station, from there, it's just a

short walk to our harbour front venues.

Bus - Numerous buses serve the Darling Harbour

area, check local bus routes that stop near

Cockle Bay Wharf.

Parking

Secure Parking - There are several Secure

Parking facilities in and around Darling Harbour,

including Darling Quarter Car Park and ICC

Sydney Car Park.

Wilson Parking - There are multiple parking lots

in the vicinity, such as the Harbourside Car Park

across the Pyrmont Bridge.

Street Parking - Limited metered street parking

may be available, however time limits apply.


